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AMP/SPEAKER SELECTOR

SPECIFICATIONS:

• 8 or 4 Amplifiers and 4 Speakers Selector
• 1 Jack instrument input
• 8 or 4 Jack instrument outputs to Amplifiers
• 8 or 4 Jack charge outputs to Amplifiers
• 4 Jack charge outputs to Speaker
• Consumption: 5W.
• Power Supply: 220/110V and 50/60 Hz
• Weight: 2,5Kg

«Imagine you could check all your 
amps and speakers only with a flick of 

a button»



«Imagine you could 
check all your amps and 
cabinets with only one 
guitar chord. Here is 
the solution»

The Amplifier/Speaker Selector is a system which 
allows you to connect 8/4 amplifiers to 4 speakers, 
providing the possibility of easily selecting
combinations of amplifiers and speakers. Thus avoiding 
the loss of time and making day to day work easier. 
Being useful for recording studio and live performance.

Thanks to Kahayan 8/4x4 Selector we can change 
the amplifiers and speakers with onLy one bottom, that 
means, if everything is connected correctly you can link 
the amplifier that you want with the speaker of choice 
with simple touches of the dial.

How it was created:

After several suggestions of Ludovico Vagnone 
guitarist, Pablo Kahayan started developing a prototype 
of what is now known as the 4x4 selector. After many 
trials, Pablo found the perfect circuit to keep the purest 
possible signal. In this way you could combine different 
guitar amps with different speakers. After 4x4 selector  
the 8x4 was developed. Thanks to Ludovico Vagnone for 
all his contributions.

«This is a life 
changing unit 
for me»

Tim Pierce

SWITCHER 8X4 & 4x4 AMP/SPEAKER SELECTOR

U S E R S

TIM PIERCE

Michael Jackson
Madonna

Bruce Springsteen

RAMON STAGNARO

David Foster
Celine Dion
Diana Ross

ARMANDO AVILA

La Quinta Estación
Thalia

Luis Fonsi

CARLOS RAYA

Fito & Fitipaldis
M Clan

Quique González

LUDOVICO VAGNONE

Alejandro Sanz
Andrea Bocelli

Miguel Bosé

DEAN PARKS

Michael Jackson
Steely Dan

Stevie Wonder

COMBO AMP WITH 
DISCONNECTED SPEAKER


